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PREMIUM Sturdy practice and coordination hurdle with a perfect ergonomics for running and
jumping exercise. Hurdles help improve coordination of speed and legs and accelerate way of
sprinting. Pipe thickness 22mm

HURDLE CARRYING CASE
Velcro fitted nylon case with handle for convenient carrying of 8 hurdles.
SLPH/SH/HCC - 400

SLPH/SH/ASH - 100
SLPH/SH/ASH - 110
SLPH/SH/ASH - 120
SLPH/SH/ASH - 130
SLPH/SH/ASH - 140

Height 15cm
Set of 6 hurdles of 15 cms high in a carry bag
Height 22cm
Set of 6 hurdles of 22 cms high in a carry bag
Height 30cm

SLPH/SH/ASH - 150
SLPH/SH/ASH - 160
SLPH/SH/ASH - 170
SLPH/SH/ASH - 180
SLPH/SH/ASH - 190

Set of 6 hurdles of 30 cms high in a carry bag
Height 38cm
Set of 6 hurdles of 38 cms high in a carry bag
Height 45cm
Set of 6 hurdles of 45 cms high in a carry bag

HURDLE CARRYING STRAPS
Simple design makes it easy to carry step hurdles. Velcro closure. Holds up to 8 Step hurdles.
SLPH/SH/HCS - 500
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AGILITY STEP HURDLE 22mm

Sturdy practice and coordination hurdle with a perfect ergonomics for
running and jumping exercise. Hurdles help improve coordination of speed
and legs and accelerate way of sprinting.Pipe thickness 19mm
SLPH/SH/ASH - 200
SLPH/SH/ASH - 210
SLPH/SH/ASH - 220
SLPH/SH/ASH - 230
SLPH/SH/ASH - 240
SLPH/SH/ASH - 250
SLPH/SH/ASH - 260
SLPH/SH/ASH - 270
SLPH/SH/ASH - 280
SLPH/SH/ASH - 290

Height 15cm
Set of 6 hurdles of 15 cms high in a carry bag
Height 22cm
Set of 6 hurdles of 22 cms high in a carry bag
Height 30cm
Set of 6 hurdles of 30 cms high in a carry bag
Height 38cm
Set of 6 hurdles of 38 cms high in a carry bag
Height 45cm
Set of 6 hurdles of 45 cms high in a carry bag

SMALL HURDLE CARRY STRAP
Excellent for storing and transporting hurdle sets.
Fits up to 15 hurdles.
Suits all hurdle sizes.
SLPH/SH/SHS-550
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AGILITY STEP HURDLE 19mm

TWO WAY ADJUSTABLE HURDLE 22mm.
STEP HURDLE BAG
Heavy duty canvas mesh faced bag to carry hurdles
SLPH/SH/SHB - 300
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PREMIUM Two Way Adjustable hurdle in durable virgin plastic. Innovative
design with unique system to attain height 6” and 12” by folding base legs
in either directions.Pipe Thickness 22mm
SLPH/SH/TAH - 600
SLPH/SH/TAH - 610

One piece only
Set of 6 hurdles in a carry bag
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TWO WAY ADJUSTABLE HURDLE 19mm.
Two Way Adjustable hurdle in durable virgin plastic. Innovative design with unique system to attain height
6” and 12” by folding base legs in either directions with unique inbuilt swivel. Pipe thickness 19mm
One piece only
Set of 6 hurdles in a carry bag

FOUR WAY ADJUSTABLE HURDLE
Two Way Adjustable hurdle with 3” extension to attain 6”, 9”, 12” & 15” in the same
hurdle set. Hurdle with two way leg movement with inbuilt swivel. Hurdle pipe
thickness 20mm.
SLPH/SH/FAH - 800

SMART TRAINING HURDLE.
Light weight hurdles with single supporting leg that rotates to either side of the
hurdle for fast set up, as well as for easy storage and transport. A 3 point joint base
system ensures the hurdle remains steady even on uneven turf.
SLPH/SH/STH - 1100

HURDLE HEIGHT EXTENSION KIT
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SLPH/SH/TAH - 700
SLPH/SH/TAH - 710

SLPH/SH/HHE - 900
SLPH/SH/HHE - 910
SLPH/SH/HHE - 920

1 x 7.5cm Extension
1 x 15cm Extension
1 x 25cm Extension

COLLAPSIBLE TRAINING HURDLE
Collapsible training hurdle with plastic elbow joints. Single hurdle can be easily constructed from 5 pcs. Handy model for easy storage and transport.
SLPH/SH/CTH - 1200

ALL ANGLE FLEXI HURDLE
All angle flexi hurdle with inbuilt hinges in legs for movement in all angles.
Helps in attaining all heights in one hurdle. Foldable model for easy storage.
SLPH/SH/AFH - 1000 One piece only
SLPH/SH/AFH - 1010 Set of 6 hurdles in a carry bag
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Hurdle extension clips can be attached to any size hurdle(20mm) to add 7.5cm or 15cm or
25cm to adjust hurdle height for training drills. Allows multi height hurdle at an economical
price. Kit contains 1 x 44cm long 20mm thick bar, ,& extensions.

MULTI LEVEL AGILITY HURDLE
Multi Level Agility hurdle - with height adjustment mechanism with the help of
jointer which can be revolved according to height requirements.
SLPH/SH/MLH - 1300
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BOUNCE BACK STEP HURDLE

Height 20cm
Set of 6 hurdles of 20 cms high in a carry bag
Height 25cm
Set of 6 hurdles of 25 cmx high in a carry bag
Height 30cm
Set of 6 hurdles of 30 cm high in a carry bag
Height 35cm
Set of 6 hurdles of 35 cmx high in a carry bag
Height 40cm
Set of 4 hurdles of 40 cmx high in a carry bag
Height 45cm
Set of 4 hurdles of 45 cmx high in a carry bag
Height 50cm
Set of 4 hurdles of 50 cmx high in a carry bag

MULTI LEVEL JUMP. TRAINING HURDLE
Multi Level Jump training hurdle set. Set consists of 2 x 15” plastic cone, 2 x plastic stairs and 1 x 25mm thick 40” long bar.
Hurdle adjustable to 6 heights(10, 15,20,25 and 30 cm). Provides variety of configuration.
SLPE/SH/MJH - 1600
SLPE/SH/MJH - 1610

Set of 2 cone of 38 cms / 15” high with stair & 25mm x 1 meter high impact cross bar.
Set of 4 hurdles ( 8 cones of 38 cms / 15” high + 8 stairs + 4 cross bars) in a sturdy caryy bag.

CONE HURDLE TRAINING SET
PLYO STEP JUMP HURDLE
Plyo fabric jump hurdle -Polymeric Hurdles made from foam and fibre padding inside. Outer covers in luminous
neon color coated fabric.
SLPH/SH/PSH - 1500
SLPH/SH/PSH - 1510
SLPH/SH/PSH - 1520
SLPH/SH/PSH - 1530
SLPH/SH/PSH - 1540
SLPH/SH/PSH - 1550
SLPH/SH/PSH - 1560
SLPH/SH/PSH - 1570
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Height 15cm
Set of 6 hurdles of 15 cms high in a carry bag
Height 22cm
Set of 6 hurdles of 15 cms high in a carry bag
Height 30cm
Set of 6 hurdles of 15 cms high in a carry bag
Height 38cm
Set of 6 hurdles of 15 cms high in a carry bag
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SLPH/SH/BBS - 1400
SLPH/SH/BBS - 1405
SLPH/SH/BBS - 1410
SLPH/SH/BBS - 1415
SLPH/SH/BBS - 1420
SLPH/SH/BBS - 1425
SLPH/SH/BBS - 1430
SLPH/SH/BBS - 1435
SLPH/SH/BBS - 1440
SLPH/SH/BBS - 1445
SLPH/SH/BBS - 1450
SLPH/SH/BBS - 1455
SLPH/SH/BBS - 1460
SLPH/SH/BBS - 1465
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Bounce back step hurdle. Virgin plastic 25mm tubing hurdle.Special feature
of this hurdle is that it returns back to its position when knocked down. This
eliminates time-breaks while doing drills. Hurdle width 65 cm

The agilty hurdle set includes 10 cones, 15 inches high and 5 poles, 1 mtr long.
Poles adjustable to three heights. These agility hurdles are great for training in all
sports and help speed improvement in all directions. Popular and widely used for:
Linear running mechanics Lateral speed training, Jump training Correct stride
techniques Change of direction speed training
SLPH/SH/CHS - 1700
SLPH/SH/CHS - 1710
SLPH/SH/CHS - 1720
SLPH/SH/CHS - 1730
SLPH/SH/CHS - 1740
SLPH/SH/CHS - 1750
SLPH/SH/CHS - 1760
SLPH/SH/CHS - 1770

Set of 02 cones of 30 cm / 12” high with 12 holes + 1 cross bar
Set of 12 cones of 30 cm / 12” high with 12 holes + 6 cross bar in a carry bag
Set of 02 cones of 38 cm / 15” high with 12 holes + 1 cross bar
Set of 12 cones of 38 cm / 15” high with 12 holes + 6 cross bar in a carry bag
Set of 02 cones of 45 cm / 18” high with 12 holes + 1 cross bar
Set of 12 cones of 45 cm / 18” high with 12 holes + 6 cross bar in a carry bag
Set of 02 cones of 20” high with 12 holes + 1 cross bar
Set of 12 cones of 20” high with 12 holes + 6 cross bar in a carry bag
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SLPH/SH/FTK - 2000
Set of 20 cones with 10 crossbars in a carry bag
SLPH/SH/FTK - 2010
Set of 50 cones with 25 crossbars in a carry bag

MEGA CONE AGILITY HURDLE SET
Mega cone hurdle set comprising of 6” low profile cone with concave cut
on top and plastic crossbars length 80 cms.
SLPH/SH/MCH - 1800 Set of 12 cones with 06 crossbars in a carry bag
SLPH/SH/MCH - 1810 Set of 20 cones with 10 crossbars in a carry bag

MULTI HEIGHT SKITTLE
PVC coated round bottom wire skittles for use with 15mm crossbar. Can be adjusted at 6 different heights. Available in green,
yellow, blue & red colors.
SLPH/SH/MHS - 2100
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Each set consisting of 2 slit cones with 12 holes +
2 upright 32mm x 100 cms + 1 Crossbar of 120 cms
+ 2 geared fork plugs for use as training hurdles.
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FLEXI TRAINING KIT

2 INCH AGILITY HURDLE CONE SET
Cut top sauccer cone hurdle set comprising of 6” low profile cone with concave cut on top and plastic crossbars length 80cms
SLPH/SH/HCS - 1900 Set of 20 cones with 10 crossbars in a carry bag
SLPH/SH/HCS - 1910 Set of 50 cones with 25 crossbars in a carry bag
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SLPE/AL/FAL- 100
SLPE/AL/FAL- 110

Size: 4mtr ( 13.12 Feet)
Size:8mtr ( 26.24 Feet)

Round hard wearing plastic rungs with side revating at an interval of 42cm on nylon webbing. Available as customized in single or multicolour rungs. Perfect
for warm up foot control & endurance. Any number of sports specific movement patterns can be improved upon.Comes in attractive drawstring waterproof
bag. Width 18”.4 mtr length with side riveting tape 10 pcs & 8mtr length with 20 pcs.
SLPE/AL/FRL- 400
SLPE/AL/FRL- 410

Size: 4mtr ( 13.12 Feet)
Size:8mtr ( 26.24 Feet)

MULTICOLOR CROSS LADDER
FLAT ADJUSTABLE LADDER ECONOMY
Made of strong webbing and light flat plastic luminous rungs. Adjustable to customize rung spaces as per training goals. Blue marking on webbing sets the rung at
30cm/11” for young trainers and yellow marking sets the rung at standard 40cm/16”. Available in length 4mtr & 8mtr. Width 18”. Total 10 rungs in 4mtr & 20 rungs
in 8mtr.Ladder with eyelet ends on one side and velcro on other end. Comes packed in customized carry bag.
SLPE/AL/FLE- 200
SLPE/AL/FLE- 210

Size: 4mtr ( 13.12 Feet)
Size:8mtr ( 26.24 Feet)

Super multicolor ladder has coloured heavy duty plastic round rungs riveted to webbing
that can be setup in endless formation by changing the foot pattern as you reach a new
color. Helps adding visual responses, sports specific skills and building neumerous foot direction explosive reactions.

SLPE/AL/SML - 500
SLPE/AL/SML - 510

Size: 2x2 mtr
Size: 4x4 mtr
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Made of strong webbing and heavy duty flat plastic luminous rungs. Adjustable to customize rung spaces as per training goals. Blue
marking on webbing sets the rung at 30cm/11” for young trainers and yellow marking sets the rung at standard 40cm/16”. Available
in length 4mtr & 8mtr. Width 18”. Total 10 rungs in 4mtr & 20 rungs in 8mtr.Ladder with eyelet ends on one side and velcro on other
end. Comes packed in customized carry bag.

www.sportsland.in

FLAT ADJUSTABLE LADDER

FIXED FASTFOOT ROUND RUNG LADDER

FLAT LOCK LADDER ECONOMY
Hard wearing plastic rungs with side revating at an interval of 42cm on nylon webbing. Perfect for warm up foot control & endurance. Available as customized in single color or multocolor
rungs. Can be customized for any number of sport specific drills. Comes in waterproof bag. Width
18”. 4mtr length with side riveting tape 10 pcs & 8mtr length with 20 pcs.
SLPE/AL/FLL- 300
SLPE/AL/FLL- 310

Size: 4mtr ( 13.12 Feet)
Size:8mtr ( 26.24 Feet)

MULTI COLOR FIXED LADDER
This multi-coloured ladder can be cutomized with hundreds of new variations to your footspeed training sessions. By changing the foot pattern as
you reach a new colour you can add visual responses, command interpretation, recall, precision and more fun to your fitness and agility sessions. The
ladder ends are weighted giving further stability and red end rungs make it simple to set up for training.
SLPE/AL/MFL- 600
SLPE/AL/MFL- 610
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Size: 4mtr ( 13.12 Feet)
Size:8mtr ( 26.24 Feet)
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Made of slip resistant soft marking nylon. Best &
economical alternate for beginners. The rungs will not
move or roll if stepped on making for a safer training
area. The ladder ends are weighted giving further
anchoring and stability.
SLPE/AL/ENL- 1000
SLPE/AL/ENL- 1010

DOUBLE FIXED ROUND RUNGS LADDER

Size: 4mtr ( 13.12 Feet)
Size:8mtr ( 26.24 Feet)

Agility ladder with double block pattern for most effective training aid for
players in several sports. Double blocks are usefull in practicing varied foot
movements & warmup drills before matches. Each ladder has 10x100 cm long
round pipe rungs riveted tie the belt at interval of 45cm. Each block measurs
15 - 45 cm. Length 4 mtr.
SLPE/AL/DFL- 700

DOUBLE ECONOMY NYLON TAPE LADDER

Agility ladder with double block pattern for most effective training aid for players in several sports. Double blocks are usefull in
practicing varied foot movements & warmup drills before matches. Each ladder has 10x100 cm long round pipe rungs riveted tie
the belt at interval of 45cm. Each block measurs 15 - 45 cm. Length
4 mtr.

Made of slip resistant soft marking nylon. Best & economical alternate for beginners. Ladder with double block pattern for most effective training aid . The rungs will
not move or roll if stepped on making for a safer training area. The ladder ends are weighted giving further anchoring and stability.
SLPE/AL/DEL- 1100
SLPE/AL/DEL- 1110

Size: 4mtr ( 13.12 Feet)
Size:8mtr ( 26.24 Feet)
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DOUBLE ADJUSTABLE FLAT RUNGS LADDER
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ECONOMY NYLON TAPE LADDER

SLPE/AL/DAL- 800

LADDER PRINTED CORRUGATED BOX
SLPE/AL/LCB-1150

FIXED INDOOR MARKING PIPE LADDER
Round Soft plastic rungs with side revating at an interval of 42cm on nylon webbing. Available as customized in single or multicolour rungs. Perfect economic
ladder for beginers. Can be used for balance and agility enhancement drills.
SLPE/AL/FPL - 900
SLPE/AL/FPL - 910

Size: 4mtr ( 13.12 Feet)
Size:8mtr ( 26.24 Feet)

RAISED SPEED RING LADDER
Set of 12 rings NOT attached together. A multiutility ladder that can be customized to Create endless
formation for training and balance activities. Quick assembling 21” diameter speed ring & Rubber balls
for raised fast feet drills. Set supplied in a carry bag.
SLPE/AL/RRL- 1200
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PASSSING ARC C SHAPE

SLPE/AP/PAC- 100
SLPE/AP/PAC- 110
SLPE/AP/PAC- 120

One piece only
Set of 5 pieces in a carry bag
Set of 8 pieces in a carry bag

FLAT SPEED RING LADDER
Set of 12 pcs flat rings Diameter 18”and 12 velcro. Can be combined together to form sport specific drill patterns. Perfect for footwork and balancing drills. These rings will let you increase your agility and speed skills.
SLPE/AL/FRL- 1300
SLPE/AL/FRL- 1350

Set of 12 pcs
1 pcs only

PASSING ARC BAG
Mesh faced bag to carry 5 to 8 passing arcs of “C” shape
SLPE/AP/PCB- 200

AGILITY SLATS
High density plastic slats suitable for
configuration at various angles for footwork and warmup drills before game.
Rungs with hinges at ends helps in
forming endless patterns for exercise.
Supplied in acustomized attractive bag.

PREMIUM PASSING ARC C SHAPE
AGILITY MAZE
A perfect Ladder with webbing 12 weight bags. Unit can be
customized for different shapes. Weight bags ensures customized ladder pattern. Can be used for various sport specific drills.

30mm C shape passing arc for ball drill. Arc with powder coated
removable spike for easy storage.
SLPE/AP/PPC- 300
SLPE/AP/PPC- 310
SLPE/AP/PPC- 320
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SLPE/AL/AST- 1400
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30 mm C shape passing arc for ball drill. Arc with nickel plated
removable spike for easy storage. Height 12” Width 18”

One piece only
Set of 5 pieces in a carry bag
Set of 8 pieces in a carry bag

SLPE/AL/AMZ- 1500

CROSS JUMP PLYO SET
The latest innovation in balance, agility, footspeed, lateral speed, plyometrics and body control.Suitable for
advanced rapid plyometric and footspeed drills. Constructed of soft flat PVC, simply fold up and pack in the
carry bag for easy storage and transport.
SLPE/AL/CPX- 1600
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PASSING ARC U SHAPE
30mm U shape passing arc for ball drill. Arc with nickel plated
removable spike for easy storage.
SLPE/AP/PAU- 400
SLPE/AP/PAU- 410
SLPE/AP/PAU- 420

One piece only
Set of 5 pieces in a carry bag
Set of 8 pieces in a carry bag
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PASSING ARC BAG
FOLDABLE PASSING ARC U SHAPE
30mm U shape passing arc for ball drill. Arc with nickel plated removable spike for easy storage.
Foldable hinge joints.
SLPE/AP/FPU- 800
SLPE/AP/FPU- 810
SLPE/AP/FPU- 820

One piece only
Set of 5 pieces in a carry bag
Set of 8 pieces in a carry bag

PREMIUM ARC U SHAPE
30mm U shape passing arc for ball drill. Arc with powder coated removable spike for easy storage.
SLPE/AP/PPU- 600
SLPE/AP/PPU- 610
SLPE/AP/PPU- 620

One piece only
Set of 5 pieces in a carry bag
Set of 8 pieces in a carry bag

INDOOR PASSING ARC C SHAPE
25 mm U shape Inddor passing arc with plastic moulded base for use on synthetic ground.
SLPE/AP/IPC- 900
SLPE/AP/IPC- 910
SLPE/AP/IPC- 920

One piece only
Set of 5 pieces in a carry bag
Set of 8 pieces in a carry bag
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SLPE/AP/PUB- 500
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Mesh faced bag to carry 5 to 8 passing arcs of “U” shape

INDOOR PASSING ARC
SPRING PASSING ARC U SHAPE
32mm U shape passing arc for ball drill. Arc with powder coated removable spike for easy
storage & spring base.
SLPE/AP/SPU- 700
SLPE/AP/SPU- 710
SLPE/AP/SPU- 720
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One piece only
Set of 5 pieces in a carry bag
Set of 8 pieces in a carry bag

25 mm U shape Inddor passing arc with plastic moulded
base for use on synthetic ground.
SLPE/AP/IPU- 1000
SLPE/AP/IPU- 1010
SLPE/AP/IPU- 1020

One piece only
Set of 5 pieces in a carry bag
Set of 8 pieces in a carry bag
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SLPE/AP/TSP- 1100
SLPE/AP/TSP- 1110
SLPE/AP/TSP- 1120

One Pole of 100 cms to 180 cms height variation.
Set of 8 poles with a carry bag.
Set of 12 poles with a carry bag.

SLALOM BOUNDARY POLES 32mm
Multi utility coaching poles of 32 mm diameter, made of virgin plastic with powder coated steel peg.
Can also be used as boundary / dribbling poles with base.
SLPE/AP/SBP- 1400
SLPE/AP/SBP- 1410
SLPE/AP/SBP- 1420
SLPE/AP/SBP- 1430

150 cm high 32mm dia one stick only.
Set of 12 sticks of 150 cm high 32mm dia colors in a sturdy carry bag
170 cm high 32mm dia one stick only.
Set of 12 sticks of 170 cm high 32mm dia colors in a sturdy carry bag

TELESCOPIC SLALOM POLES SPRING SPIKE
Consists of 40mm diameter pole and a 32mm diameter pole engaged in a telescopic arrangement with each other . Can be
adjusted to different heights. Has an threaded and screw mechanism to hold the pipes at a desired height. Model with spring
base structure. Minimum height 100cm, max height 180 cm.
SLPE/AP/TSS- 1200
SLPE/AP/TSS- 1210
SLPE/AP/TSS- 1220

One Pole of 100 cms to 180 cms height variation.
Set of 8 poles with a carry bag.
Set of 12 poles with a carry bag.

SPIKED SLALOM POLES
Multi utility 30mm dia virgin plastic coaching poles with specially formulated plastic pointed ground peg.
SLPE/AP/SSP- 1300
SLPE/AP/SSP- 1310
SLPE/AP/SSP- 1320
SLPE/AP/SSP- 1330
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150 cm high one stick only
Set of 12 sticks of 150 cm high colors in asturdy carry bag
170 cm high one stick only
Set of 12 sticks of 170 cm high colors in a sturdy carry bag

ECONOMY SLALOM BOUNDARY POLES 25MM.
Multi utility coaching poles of 25 mm diameter, made of virgin plastic with powder coated steel peg. Can also be used as boundary / dribbling
post when used with base.
SLPE/AP/EBP- 1500
SLPE/AP/EBP- 1510
SLPE/AP/EBP- 1520
SLPE/AP/EBP- 1530

150 cm high 25mm dia one stick only.
Set of 12 sticks of 150 cm high 25mm dia colors in a sturdy carry bag
180 cm high 25mm dia one stick only.
Set of 12 sticks of 180 cm high 25mm dia colors in a sturdy carry bag
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Consists of 40mm diameter pole and a 32mm diameter pole engaged in a telescopic arrangement with each other. Can be adjusted to different
heights. Has an threaded and screw mechanism to hold the pipes at a desired height. Minimum height 100cm, max height 180 cm.
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TELESCOPIC SLALOM POLES

SLALOM POLE FOLDING
Heavy duty 25mm PVC agility pole on rigid spike base for easy ground insertion. This pole is easy to
set up and for transportation with screwable joint & elastic inside. Ideal for numerous drills or as
field markers.
SLPE/AP/EBP- 1550
SLPE/AP/EBP- 1560
SLPE/AP/EBP- 1570
SLPE/AP/EBP- 1580

150 cm high 25mm dia one stick only
Set of 12 sticks of 150 cm high 25mm dia colors in a carry bag
180 cm high 25mm dia one stick only.
Set of 12 sticks of 180 cm high 25mm dia colors in a carry bag
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CENTER SPRING LOADED POLE
Multi utility 25mm diameter, virgin plastic coaching poles with spring & powder coated steel peg to ensure free movement & return of the poles.
SLPE/AP/SPS- 1600
SLPE/AP/SPS- 1610
SLPE/AP/SPS- 1620
SLPE/AP/SPS- 1630

150 cm high 25mm dia one stick only.
Set of 12 sticks of 150 cm high 25mm dia colors in a sturdy carry bag
170 cm high 25mm dia one stick only.
Set of 12 sticks of 170 cm high 25mm dia colors in a sturdy carry bag

Multiutility coaching poles of 25 mm diameter made of virgin plastic with nickel plated steel peg and chrome
plated spring located at the center for free movement and return of pole.
SLPE/AP/CSP - 1900
SLPE/AP/CSP - 1910
SLPE/AP/CSP - 1920
SLPE/AP/CSP - 1930

One pole of 25mm x 150cm.
Set of 12 Poles of 25mm x 150cm in a carry bag.
One pole of 25mm x 170cm.
Set of 12 Poles of 25mm x 170cm in a carry bag.

FRONT SPRING LOADED POLE
Multiutility coaching poles of 25 mm diameter made of virgin plastic with nickel plated steel peg and chrome
plated spring located at front end for free movement and return of pole.

FLEXI SPRING POLES

SLPE/AP/SLP - 2000
SLPE/AP/SLP - 2010
SLPE/AP/SLP - 2020
SLPE/AP/SLP - 2030

One pole of 25mm x 170cm.
Set of 12 Poles of 25mm x 170cm in a carry bag.
One pole of 25mm x 150cm.
Set of 12 Poles of 25mm x 150cm in a carry bag.
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SPRING BOUNDARY POLE

SLPE/AP/SPG- 1700
SLPE/AP/SPG- 1710
SLPE/AP/SPG- 1720
SLPE/AP/SPG- 1730

150 cm high 25mm dia one stick only.
Set of 12 sticks of 150 cm high 25mm dia colors in a sturdy carry bag
170 cm high 25mm dia one stick only.
Set of 12 sticks of 170 cm high 25mm dia colors in a sturdy carry bag

FRONT SPRING LOADED POLE
Multi utility 25mm diameter, virgin plastic coaching poles with dual concealed spring structure with chrome plated steel peg to
ensure free movement & return of the poles
SLPE/AP/FXP - 2100
SLPE/AP/FXP - 2110
SLPE/AP/FXP - 2120
SLPE/AP/FXP - 2130

One pole of 25mm x 150cm.
Set of 12 Poles of 25mm x 150cm in a carry bag.
One pole of 25mm x 170cm.
Set of 12 Poles of 25mm x 170cm in a carry bag.
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Slalom pole 25 mm with spring & plastic base for easy firm ground insertion. These are suitable for side step development and evasion. These poles
come with steel nickel plated spikes.

HEAVY SPRING POLES
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Multiutility 32mm diameter, virgin plastic coaching poles with spring & nickel coated steel peg to ensure free movement
& return of the poles.

AGILITY POLE BAG

SLPE/AP/HSP - 1800
SLPE/AP/HSP - 1810
SLPE/AP/HSP - 1820
SLPE/AP/HSP - 1830

SLPE/AP/APB-2200

One Pole of 25mm x 170cm with spring.
Set of 12 poles of 25mm x 170cms in a carry bag.
One Pole of 25mm x 150cm with spring
Set of 12 poles of 25mm x 150cms in a carry bag.

Nylon matte bag with handles for easy carrying. Bag for 12 poles
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Helps develope lateral speed, balance and step quickness. Ankle band made of 2” nylon
webbing with padding and rubber elastic cord. As you reach to the side the flexicord resists
the muscles used in lateral movement.

This Speed Resister helps develop speed and acceleration for the sprinter, while working the holder
eccentrically to develop stopping strength. Comfortable fit and chest straps to ensure even torso
load and snug fit for large athletes.
SLPE/AB/SRM-100
SLPE/AB/SRL-110

Size Medium
Size Large

SLPE/AB/LSR-200

LATERAL STEP TUBE RESISTOR
Lateral Quickness is specificaly improved with the device by utilizing the flexi cord slim rubber tube resistance to recruit
muscle work.Compact and light weight model.

SPRINT RESISTOR-PRO
Most inexpensive way to get explosive speed-real fast. Easy on off for
quick swapping between training
partners. Lightweight,comfortable
and hardwearing.
SLPE/AB/SRP-150

TRIPLE SPEED RESISTOR

SLPE/AB/LTR-300

FLEXI CORD JUMP TRAINER
Comes with padded waist belt, 2 sleeve covered flexi
cords. Long flexi cord has wide sleeve padding for
protection to knees and sides. Helps improve vertical
jumping ability & provides excellent resisted jump.
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SPRINT RESISTOR
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LATERAL STEP RESISTOR

SLPE/AB/FJR-400

Efficient and simple to set up this new training device allows you to operate in
groups of three for resisted running drills. Each person wears a waist belt that
is connected by heavy duty webbing. The front two people sprint while the
third walks behind applying the resistance. Resisted speed and conditioning for
groups. Swap positions to rotate roles.
SLPE/AB/TSR-160
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Comes with padded waist belt, 2 rubber flexi cords. Flexi rubber tube allows fluid motions & does not jolt the muscles.
This model helps improve vertical jumping ability & provides
excellent resisted jump.
SLPE/AB/RTJ-500

ESCAPE BELT
4.5 feet long nylon tape with 2 adjustable waist belts. Belt
gets separated at center velcro joints. Perfect device for reactive & evasive skills required in netball, basketball & other
sports that require short space defending.

Performance Enhancement | Agility Training Belts

RUBBER TUBE JUMP TRAINER

HARNESS RESISTANCE TRAINER
Consists of adjustable harness belt which fits all & 10 feet long nylon webbing
belt with handle. Effective device to add load to sprinting.
SLPE/AB/HRT-600

CATAPULT TRAINER
Includes 2 padded Waist Belts & sleeve
covered flexicord .The back runner athlete is pulled faster so they are forced to
increase stride rate and reactive strength.
Device also helps in making straight line
speed perfect.

TUBE RESISTANCE TRAINER

SLPE/AB/CTM-900
SLPE/AB/CTL-910
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SLPE/AB/ESB-800

Size 10 feet
Size 20 feet

Consists of adjustable harness belt which fits all & 10 feet
long rubber tube with handle. Dynamic resistance device
simply resists your sprinting by allowing other person to
hold you back.
SLPE/AB/TRT-700
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This device with latex rubber tube & handle is used for strengthening
leg movements & building leg strength. Fluid motion helps muscle
grow for great sprinting & kick training.
SLPE/AB/LTT-1000

PURE STRENGTH STRAPS
Simply connect these heavy duty handles to the towing device attachment lead and add
rotation, pushing, pulling, core and total body strength & power exercises to your routine.
Add multiple exercises to any power towing device with these heavy duty handles. Suitable
for Sleds, Sacks, Tyres and Boltable Conditioners.
SLPE/AB/PSS-1030

HOP SPEED TUBE
Flexi latex rubber tube with foot straps for vertical jump training.
Device helps train on your own by resisting your straight jumps.

LEG TUBE-PRO

Performance Enhancement | Agility Training Belts

LEG TUBE TONER

SLPE/AB/HST-1100
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This multipurpose device resists and strengthens singular leg movements. Slow
for rehabilitation, or fast for sprinting speed and kicking training.
SLPE/AB/LTP-1010

TWIN RESISTOR BELT
Cost effective resisted speed and conditioning product.Both partners wear a waist belt connected by heavy duty webbing. One
partner sprints while the other walks behind applying the resistance. Simply turn the belts around to swap roles.

SLPE/AB/TRB-1020
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HOP SPEED TUBE PRO
This tube will resist your vertical jumping for specific jumping
power gains. As you jump, the rubber stretches and resists your
legs . Lightweight, portable, and adjustable, one size fits all.
SLPE/AB/STP-1110
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Rubber flexicord makes muscle overload which improves
strength, speed, distance and throwing accuracy skills. use a
training partner to hold the end when training outdoors or fix
to a goal post/wall using the ceiling hook.

SPEED JUMPER
This product resists vertical jumping for specific jumping power gains.
The rubber then increases the load as you come down on landing and
further heightens the polymeric effect. Lightweight, portable, and adjustable, one size fits all.

SLPE/AB/RTT-1400

SLPE/AB/STP-1110

POWER TUBE BUILDER
Improve acceleration and running power while building proper technique
during sprint accelerations. Comes with padded adjustable waist belt, rubber
tube & 2 split padded handles. The rubber cord allows variable resistance and
is 3m unstretched.
SLPE/AB/PTB-1200

RUGBY THROWING TRAINER -PRO
Simply attach the padded wrist straps and the rubber flexicord will resist your exact throwing technique. The flexicord forces muscle overload which
improves strength, speed, distance and throwing
accuracy.Simply fix to a goal post or wall using the
ceiling hook provided. You may also use a training
partner to hold the end when training outdoors.
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SLPE/AB/RTT-1410

Performance Enhancement | Agility Training Belts

RUGBY THROWING TRAINER

TRUE CATCH		

RUGBY PASS TRAINER
Rugby pass trainer with adjustable webbing and padded wrist straps which restricts your
hands from dropping down when catching and passing.

This innovative device will train your hands to be in the correct position for greater catching accuracy. The padded wrist
straps and adjustable webbing guide your arms and hands
to stay close and ‘set’ ready to make the catch. This makes
the ball much easier to grasp and greatly improves catching
ability. Fully adjustable to suit all sizes.
SLPE/AB/TCT-1420

SLPE/AB/RPT-1300
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This innovative training aid teaches optimal hitting speed and technical efficiency at scrum engagement. The harness allows coaches to assist players forward into scrum engagement at greater speed and with a straight line drive.
This pull forward develops the optimal firing sequence between the ankles,
knees and hips resulting in faster more powerful and safer ‘hit’.
SLPE/AB/HST-1440

RUGBY PASS TRAINER

POWER TRAINER

The rubber flexicord applies a natural resistance to strengthen all upper body and trunk
muscle groups used in the passing action. Greater strength and co-ordination leads to
improved power and control. Quickly anchor the flexicord to a goal post or your training
partners’ foot using the sturdy webbing loop. Train indoors by attaching the flexicord
to a secure point. Position the anchor at ground level for half back off the deck passing
or at waist height for all other passing drills. Practicing with the Power Pass Trainer
will see most noticeable improvements when targeting your weak passing side.
One size fits all and suits all levels.

Designed with rugby power in mind. Excellent for developing optimal
biomechanics for all positions in the scrum and fast and effective ruck
clear out. Also acts as very specific anaerobic fitness development. Includes 2 x Pro Resistors, 2 x connectors with easy attachment

Performance Enhancement | Agility Training Belts

HIT SCRUM TRAINER

SLPE/AB/PWT-1470
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SLPE/AB/RPT-1450

RUGBY LIFTING TRAINER
This innovative training aid will quickly teach players to stay in the perfect close position
to maximize the lifting height and ball taking ability of the jumping unit. The Velcro connectionbetweenjumperandlifterwilltearapartifthelifterdoesnotstaywiththejumper.
Suitable for all levels of rugby.
SLPE/AB/RLT-1460
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REACTION BALL
Reaction ball made of rubber with six sides unique design that allow the ball to bounce in the unpredicted direction and thus makes it a fun game. These balls
help in tuning speed, agility and reaction time. Great product for goal keeper training .
SLPE/RB/RBS-100
SLPE/RB/RBL-110

Small Outer Dia 70mm
Large Outer Dia 100mm
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Heavy gauge PU painted steel
construction with center 25mm
dia, 9.5” tall pole to mount any
extra weights. Pole can be fitted to
sled with help of bolts. Comes with
shoulder harness & attcahments to
connect the sled. Speed Resistance
Sled helps improve acceleration,
strength and stamina with weight
resisted sprints.
SLPE/SSS/PSS-100

SLED HARNESS PRO
New premium sled shoulder harness with strong support padding & extra
nylon webbing attachment. Sled lead of 118 inches with snaphooks to
connect the sled.
SLPE/SSS/SHP-260

POWER SPEED SLED
The best easy to use speed
sled on the market. Includes
sled, with center 25mm dia,
9.5” tall pole, shoulder harness
and lead.Sled has center weilded screw on which pole can
be mounted easily. Suitable
also for olympic model weight
plates by adding thicker pole
with bigger 50mmdia.

SPEED SLED HARNESS BELT
Consists of sled shoulder with strong support padding
& nylon webbing attachment tale with snaphooks to
connect the sled.
SLPE/SSS/SHB-300

Performance Enhancement | Speed Sled & Speed Sac

PREMIUM SPEED SLED
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SLPE/SSS/PSS-200

PRO SPEED SLED
Simply add weight to the sled and experience top speed resisted sprinting and unmatched power gains. Run at maximal a speed which has a
stronger transfer to speed development. Attain much longer loaded
sprint distances of up to 100m.
SLPE/SSS/PSS-250

SPEED SAC
Allows similar training as conventional outdoor metal speed sleds without any of the inconveniences. Includes weighted sack, 2x13lb weighted bags, waist speed
harness. Simply fill the sack with weight to create an indoor, outdoor any surface training tool. Dimensions for the weighted Sack are 14” wide x 21” long.
SLPE/SSS/SPS-400
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SPEED SAC-PRO

Performance Enhancement | Seed Chute

Hardwearing soft flexible Pro bag are constructed of heavy duty PVC to stand up to the harshest conditions. Dirt, dust or sweat simply wipes
clean. Includes 2x 13 lbs sand weighted bags, 1
wide waist harness belt and superior lead.
SLPE/SSS/SSP-450

SPEED TRAINING CHUTE

POWER SAC
Constructed of heavy duty bonded PVC upper and easy slide rubber mat base held together with rot proof stitching. Simply fill the sack with weight & connect with
tow harness and lead to create an indoor, outdoor any surface training tool. Resisted Sprinting, Cross Training, Anaerobic Conditioning and core training all in one
premium training tool.

SLPE/STC/SCS-100
SLPE/STC/SCM-110
SLPE/STC/SCL-120
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Unit includes parachute & belt with plugin closure in superior nylon bag. When you run chute drags back & air resistance causes
drag force of running back. This in turn increases the drag force
& this practice helps increase acceleration capacity , improves
muscle endurance , enhances the ability to adjust the direction of
the high - speed running .
Size small 40 x 40 inches
Size medium 48 x 48 inches
Size large 56 x 56 inches

SLPE/SSS/PWS-460

TWIN SPEED TRAINING CHUTE
SHOE WEIGHT
Shoe Weight turn sneakers into a weighted training shoe. By wrapping and distributing
weight around your foot it becomes a great product for walking specific & short-range training exercises.
SLPE/SSS/SWT-500
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The two parachutes deploy to create double the resistance for the ultimate training load. The Chute can be used for varying distances of 10-200m, weighs only a
few grams, can be easily carried to training, and takes very little room to store.
SLPE/STC/TSC-150
SLPE/STC/TSC-160
SLPE/STC/TSC-170

Size small 40x40 inches
size medium 48x48 inches
size large 56x56 inches
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POLE PLYO HURDLE SET

Dribbling / Agility post made of high impact ABS plastic base. Base
can be filled with sand/Water. Usable both indoor outdoor turf.

The Training Aid is a complete plyometric and agility training system with countless application. Crossbars can be set at
any height or angle. Hinged joints rotate 360°. Bases can be
filled with sand or small pebbles to provide stability.

SLPE/POS/DAP-100
SLPE/POS/DAP-110
SLPE/POS/DAP-120
SLPE/POS/DAP-130
SLPE/POS/DAP-140
SLPE/POS/DAP-150
SLPE/POS/DAP-160

Base only
Set of 1 pole of 25 mm x 80 cm and 1 base.
Kit of 10 above sets in a carry bag.
Set of 1 pole of 25 mm x 100 cm and 1 base.
Kit of 10 above sets in a carry bag.
Set of 1 pole of 25 mm x 150 cm and 1 base.
Kit of 10 above sets in a carry bag.

SLPE/POS/PPH-400
SLPE/POS/PPH-410

One set consists of 2 bases + 2 fork plug
+ 2 uprights 25mm x 125 cm long + 1
crossbar 150cm long.
Kit consists of 6 sets above(12 base +
12 fork plugs + 12 uprights 25mm x
125 cm + 6 crossbars 150cm long) in a
heavy duty carry bag.

BAG FOR DRIBBLING / AGILITY POST
Bag for dribbling/ boundry posts. Heavy duty
bag made of tetron to carry posts.

Performance Enhancement | Plyo Obstacle Sets

DRIBBLING / AGILITY POST
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SLPE/POS/BDP-200

DRIBBLING / BOUNDRY POST
Multiutility coaching post with high neck plastic base to hold 32mm
upright . Can be used for indoor/outdoor turf training.
SLPE/POS/DBP-300
SLPE/POS/DBP-310
SLPE/POS/DBP-320
SLPE/POS/DBP-330
SLPE/POS/DBP-340
SLPE/POS/DBP-350
SLPE/POS/DBP-360
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Base Only
One Stix includes 1 base + 1 pole of 32mm x 80 cm.
Set of 10 stix 10 base+ 10 poles of 32 mm x 80cm.
One Stix includes 1 base + 1 pole of 32mm x 100 cm.
Set of 10 stix 10 base+ 10 poles of 32 mm x 100cm
One Stix includes 1 base + 1 pole of 32mm x 150 cm.
Set of 10 stix 10 base+ 10 poles of 32 mm x 150cm.

SUPER DOME HOOP SET
Holds posts, round hoops and flat hoops. Bases can be filled with sand or small pebbels to provide stability.
SLPE/POS/SDH-500
SLPE/POS/SDH-510

Base only
One set consists of one base & one 76cm
round hoop.
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ROUNDER BASE HEAVY
Moulded rubber heavy base weight around 1.35 kgs long neck to hold pipe of 25 mm dia.
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SLPE/POS/RBH-800

ROUNDER BASE EXTRA HEAVY
Moulded rubber extra heavy weight around 3.60 kgs with removable neck to hold pipe of 25 mm dia.
SLPE/POS/RBE-900

BOWLING / THROWING TRAINER

SLPE/POS/BTT-600
SLPE/POS/BTT-610

Set includes 2 bases( Sand fillable), 2 uprights of 120cm each and 60 cm hoop with 2 height adjustment fork plugs.
Set includes 2 rubber rounder bases, 2 uprights of 120cm each and 60 cm hoop with 2 height adjustment fork plugs.

SPARE FORK PLUG
Four way rotating heavy plastic fork plugs to hold pipe.
SLPE/POS/SFP-1000
SLPE/POS/SFP-1010
SLPE/POS/SFP-1020

For 25mm pipe
For 30mm pipe
For 32mm pipe

SPARE POLES
ROUNDER BASE REGULAR
Moulded rubber strong base weight around 1 kg to hold pipe of 25mm dia.
SLPE/POS/RBR-700
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A unique product for training purpose to develop early skill of bowling & throwing.

SPARE MULTIUTILITY 30 mm

Spare Multiutility 25 mm poles for use with base in obstacle hurdle sets.
SLPE/POS/SPO-1100
SLPE/POS/SPO-1110
SLPE/POS/SPO-1120
SLPE/POS/SPO-1130

80cm long
100cm long
120cm long
150cm long

SLPE/POS/SPO-1140
SLPE/POS/SPO-1150
SLPE/POS/SPO-1160
SLPE/POS/SPO-1170

80cm long
100cm long
120cm long
150cm long
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PVC BALL BEARING ROPE

COTTON SKIPPING ROPE

PVC double wire skipping rope with wooden handle, ball bearing and center spring.

SLPE/SKR/CSR-600
SLPE/SKR/CSR-610
SLPE/SKR/CSR-620

Length: 8 ft
Length: 9 ft
Length: 10 ft

SILK WOODEN HANDLE ROPE
Braided double color 7 mm polypropelene skipping rope with ball bearing and wooden cylindrical handles
SLPE/SKR/SWH-200
SLPE/SKR/SWH-210
SLPE/SKR/SWH-220

Length: 8 ft
Length: 9 ft
Length: 10 ft

LEATHER SKIPPING ROPE
6 mm leather rope with wodden handle & ball bearing
SLPE/SKR/LSR-700
SLPE/SKR/LSR-710
SLPE/SKR/LSR-720

Length: 8 ft
Length: 9 ft
Length: 10 ft

LICORICE SPEED ROPE
Transparent light PVC tubing skipping rope with long grip handle for speed jumping.
SLPE/SKR/LSR-300
SLPE/SKR/LSR-310
SLPE/SKR/LSR-320

Length: 8 ft
Length: 9 ft
Length: 10 ft

LEATHER SKIPPING ROPE PRO
LICORICE ROPE

6mm leather rope with metal handle and ball bearing.

Transparent light PVC tubing skipping rope with short grip handle for speed jumping.

SLPE/SKR/LSR-730

SLPE/SKR/LCR-400
SLPE/SKR/LCR-410
SLPE/SKR/LCR-420

PVC WOODEN HANDLE ROPE
Skipping rope with 5 mm thick PVC rope with slim wooden handles & spring joints
SLPE/SKR/PWH-500
SLPE/SKR/PWH-510
SLPE/SKR/PWH-520
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Length: 8 ft
Length: 9 ft
Length: 10 ft

Length: 8 ft
Length: 9 ft
Length: 10 ft

Length: 8 ft
Length: 9 ft
Length: 10 ft
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SLPE/SKR/PBB-100
SLPE/SKR/PBB-110
SLPE/SKR/PBB-120

Skipping rope made of 7mm thick braided cotton with natural finish
wooden handles

FOAM GRIP SKIPING ROPE
Cushioned foam grip plastic handle with ball bearing
and PVC rope
SLPE/SKR/FGR-800
SLPE/SKR/FGR-810
SLPE/SKR/FGR-820

Length: 8 ft
Length: 9 ft
Length: 10 ft
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SINGLE HANDLE MEDICINE BALL
Textured Synthetic rubber shell with single handle system for easy grip & exercising. Available from 3kg
to 5kg. Suitable for all sports.
SLPE/MDB/SHM-200
SLPE/MDB/SHM-210
SLPE/MDB/SHM-220

3 Kg
4 Kg
5 Kg

DUAL HANDLE MEDICINE BALL
Textured synthetic rubber shell withdual handle system for easy grip & exercising. Suitable for all sports.
Available from 6kg to 10 kg.
SLPE/MDB/DHM-300
SLPE/MDB/DHM-310
SLPE/MDB/DHM-320
SLPE/MDB/DHM-330
SLPE/MDB/DHM-340
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6 Kg
7 Kg
8 Kg
9 Kg
10 Kg

10 Panels black leather medicine balls. Hand stitched.Available
from 1kg to 6kg weight.

10 Panel natural leather ball. Available in various weights.

SLPE/MDB/LMB-400
SLPE/MDB/LMB-410
SLPE/MDB/LMB-420
SLPE/MDB/LMB-430
SLPE/MDB/LMB-440
SLPE/MDB/LMB-450

1 Kg
2 Kg
3 Kg
4 Kg
5 Kg
6 Kg

SLPE/MDB/LMN-500
SLPE/MDB/LMN-510
SLPE/MDB/LMN-520
SLPE/MDB/LMN-530
SLPE/MDB/LMN-540
SLPE/MDB/LMN-550

1 Kg
2 Kg
3 Kg
4 Kg
5 Kg
6 Kg

LEATHER MEDICINE BALL 12 PANEL BLACK

LEATHER MEDICINE BALL 12 PANEL NATURAL

12 Panels black leather hand stitched medicine balls. Available
from 1kg to 6kg weight.

Double locked-stitched with 3 cords of polyester thread. Dodecahedron (12 pentgonal faces) construction.

SLPE/MDB/LMB-600
SLPE/MDB/LMB-610
SLPE/MDB/LMB-620
SLPE/MDB/LMB-630
SLPE/MDB/LMB-640
SLPE/MDB/LMB-650

SLPE/MDB/LMN-700
SLPE/MDB/LMN-710
SLPE/MDB/LMN-720
SLPE/MDB/LMN-730
SLPE/MDB/LMN-740
SLPE/MDB/LMN-750

1 Kg
2 Kg
3 Kg
4 Kg
5 Kg
6 Kg

1 Kg
2 Kg
3 Kg
4 Kg
5 Kg
6 Kg

Performance Enhancement | Medicine Balls

Made from natural rubber. Great tool for complete body
workout. Good for sport-specific exercises. Used by many
athletes, boxers,golfers, clubs and sport associations.
Textured synthetic rubber shell. Suitable for all sports. Can
be used indoor and outdoor purpose. Available from 1kg to
10 kg.
SLPE/MDB/RMB-100
1 Kg
SLPE/MDB/RMB-110
2 Kg
SLPE/MDB/RMB-120
3 Kg
SLPE/MDB/RMB-130
4 Kg
SLPE/MDB/RMB-140
5 Kg
SLPE/MDB/RMB-150
6 Kg
SLPE/MDB/RMB-160
7 Kg
SLPE/MDB/RMB-170
8 Kg
SLPE/MDB/RMB-180
9 Kg
SLPE/MDB/RMB-190
10 Kg

LEATHER MEDICINE BALL 10 PANEL NATURAL
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RUBBER MEDICINE BALL

LEATHER MEDICINE BALL 10 PANEL BLACK

LEATHER MEDICINE BALL 2 PANEL NATURAL
2 panel natural cow hide leather. Available in various weights.
SLPE/MDB/LMN-800
SLPE/MDB/LMN-810
SLPE/MDB/LMN-820
SLPE/MDB/LMN-830
SLPE/MDB/LMN-840
SLPE/MDB/LMN-850

1 Kg
2 Kg
3 Kg
4 Kg
5 Kg
6 Kg
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BALANCE BOARD PLASTIC

Genuine leather hand stitched 10 panels sling balls.

Great for balance exercise. One piece moulded plastic with
dotted surface for extra grip. Offers easy to moderate balance challenges for children and adults. Diameter of board
40cm.

1 Kg
1.5 Kg

SLPE/BLB/PBB-100

LEATHER MEDICINE BALL RED/WHITE 10 PANEL
Medicine ball made of leather SOFT TOUCH(10 panels). Available in different weights. Red/White colour combination.
SLPE/MDB/LMC-1000
SLPE/MDB/LMC-1010
SLPE/MDB/LMC-1020
SLPE/MDB/LMC-1030
SLPE/MDB/LMC-1040
SLPE/MDB/LMC-1050

BALANCE BOARD WOODEN RECTANGLE
Teakwood construction laminated Board For Easy Balancing
Exercise. Ideal for balance & weight distribution, ankle, knee
& gurdle rehabilitation. Measures 60cm(L) x 40cm(W)

1 Kg
2 Kg
3 Kg
4 Kg
5 Kg
6 Kg

SLPE/BLB/WBR-200

RUBBER SLING BALL

BALANCE BOARD WOODEN SQUARE

Textured synthetic rubber shell with webbing belt. Available in different weights 1kg to 6kg.
SLPE/MDB/RSB-1100
SLPE/MDB/RSB-1110
SLPE/MDB/RSB-1120
SLPE/MDB/RSB-1130
SLPE/MDB/RSB-1140
SLPE/MDB/RSB-1150

Teakwood construction laminated Board For Easy Balancing Exercise. Ideal for balance & weight distribution, ankle,
knee & gurdle rehabilitation. Measures 45cm(L) x 45cm(W)

1 Kg.
2 Kg.
3 Kg.
4 Kg.
5 Kg.
6 Kg.

SLPE/BLB/WBS-300
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SLPE/MDB/LSB-900
SLPE/MDB/LSB-910

Performance Enhancement | Balance Board

LEATHER SLING BALL

BALANCE BOARD WOODEN ROUND
SLING BALL BAG
Heavy duty mesh bag to use as sling ball & rotational drills.

Teakwood construction laminated Board For Easy Balancing
Exercise. Ideal for balance & weight distribution, ankle, knee
& gurdle rehabilitation. Dia 35cm
SLPE/BLB/WBR-400

SLPE/MDB/SBB-1200
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SLPE/BNT/LFB-100

O-TUBE RING
Made from high quality glossy finish rubber tube
with high elasticity as well as resilience. Rubber
grips on either side with a foam finish on them for
effective grip even with sweaty hands. Shape-O
SLPE/BNT/OTR-400

8-TUBE RING

STRETCH TUBE BAND

Made from high quality glossy finish rubber tube with high elasticity as
well as resilience. Rubber grips on either side with a foam finish on them
for effective grip even with sweaty hands. Shape-8.

This portable and affordable upper body
strengthening device is ideal for the home,
school, or rehabilitation centre. The handle
design makes this complete exercise system
the most versatile on the market. The resistance tube is made of latex and handle is
made of PU foam. Available in low resistance.

SLPE/BNT/8TR-500

SLPE/BNT/STB-200

WAIST TONER WRAP
STRETCH SHOULDER TUBE
Use the resistance tube to strengthen and tone
your upper body. Made of low resistance latex
tube with padded straps to hold the leg.Tube
with padded strip at center for cushioning of
neck. Tube gives resistance load as you move up
& stretch.
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Dimension:200cm(L)x15cm(W)x0.5mm(T).Good for Yoga &
pilates practice.

Performance Enhancement | Training Resitence Band &Tubes

LATEX FITNESS BAND

Wrap around waist for excellent release
during workouts in the midsection. Soft
neoprene is fully adjustable.
SLPE/BNT/WTW-600
SLPE/BNT/WTW-610

Size: 7”x25”
Size: 9.5”x40”

SLPE/BNT/SST-300
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FOLDABLE VINYL EXERCISE MAT

Hand gripper made from steel with cushion on
handles for easy grip.

Foldable excercise mat in soft vinyl with netlon 20mm foam inside.
Double colour mat with exercise instructions printed on both sides. Light
weight easy to carry. Size 23 x 72 inches.

SLPE/HDG/HGR-100

SLPE/EFM/FVM-100

SUPER HAND GRIPPER
YOGA MAT

Super hand gripper in durable aluminium construction, antique powder
coated surface with plain handle.

Yoga Mat in cross link rubberised EVA non slippery. Can be rolled easily. Light weight
easy to carry. Thickness 4mm. Size:172cm(L) x 60cm(W)

SLPE/HDG/SHG-200

SLPE/EFM/YMT-200

Performance Enhancement | Exercise Mat

HAND GRIPPER

SUPER HAND GRIPPER KNURLED HANDLE

SLPE/HDG/SHK-300

FOLDABLE NYLON FITNESS MAT
Almost 4cm closed cell foam provides extra support and comfort during exercise. Tough nylon cover is strong and can be wiped down after use. Quad folds
down to convenient 45cm x 60cm size for easy storage . Ideal for home, gym use.
Color: Red Size: 180cm x 60cm (Folds down to 45cm x 60cm)
SLPE/EFM/FNM-300
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Super hand gripper in durable aluminium construction, antique powder
coated surface with knurled grip handle.

PLYO TRAINING BOX
Plyo training hurdle made of welded steel construction with slip resistant rubber surface.
Set of 4 boxes with height 20cm,40cm,60cm,80cm.

GYM EXERCISE MAT

SLPE/PLH/PTB-100

Non slip rubberized EVA mat. Folds easily in a roll. Light weight east to carry model with hold straps. Size:
182 cm (L) X 61 cm (W)
SLPE/EFM/GEM-400
SLPE/EFM/GEM-410
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Thickness 3mm
Thickness 4mm
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ANKLE & ARM WEIGHT
Made of skin friendly heavy duty tetron and sand
dust filling, with velcro fastners.
SLPE/WT/AAW-100
SLPE/WT/AAW-110

1 Kg
2 Kg

WEIGHTED VEST POLYESTER - PRO
WRIST WEIGHT

Weighted vest in soft polyester fabric with pockets to hold weight and closure
buckles . Draw string at center for tight hug torso fit. For use in all types of sport for
fitness training. Each vest can be customized according to weight requirements.

Wrist weight made of heavy duty terron & filling,
with velcro fastener. Exellent for developing wrist
muscles and training for athletes.
SLPE/WT/WWT-200
SLPE/WT/WWT-210
SLPE/WT/WWT-220

SLPE/WT/WVP-400

200 Gm
500 Gm
1 Kg

WEIGHTED VEST POLYESTER

SLPE/WT/WVP-500
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Weighted vest in soft polyester fabric with pockets to hold weight and push buckles . For use in all types of sport for fitness training. Each vest can be customized
according to weight requirements.

WEIGHT BAG
Weight Bag made of heavy duty rubber coated
nylon with center handle & iron pellets weights.
It deal for training & aerobic program. Holds
upto 10 kg weight.
SLPE/WT/WBG-300

WEIGHTED VEST PADDED MESH - PRO
Weighted vest in breathable mesh and polyester with secured pockets to hold
weights. Padded inside for comfortable fit. Adjustable buckles & starps at center
for tight hug torso fit.
SLPE/WT/WVM-600
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Weighted vest in breathable drill cotton canvas fabric for comfortable & long duration use. Fillable with sand bags upto 10 lbs
depending upon weight adjustments. With velcro fitted waist
belt for tight yet comfortable fit.

Weighted vest in breathable mesh and polyester with secured pockets to hold weights.
Padded inside for comfortable fit. Adjustable closure buckles at center for tight hug torso
fit. Light weight and soft feel for added comfort.

SLPE/WT/WVE-900

SLPE/WT/WVM-700

WEIGHTED TRAINING VEST
Breathable vest adjusts from 1lb to 10 lb in half pound increments. Velcro belt adjusts to fit atheletes
of most sizes. Soft weight allows the vest to bend and flex with movements.
SLPE/WT/WTV-750
SLPE/WT/WTV-760

Total Wt -6.150 Kg, 20 Pouch of 300 gm each, Jacket weight-150 gm only.
Total Wt -8.150 Kg, 20 Pouch of 400 gm each, Jacket weight-150 gm only.

STRENGTH LOAD BAG
The system incorporates all the benefits of gym based strength training with the flexibility
of sport specific, rotational and throwing drills. The hardwearing, soft flexible bags have
two nylon handles and are filled with sand. Bags can be used indoors or out in all conditions and on any surface.

SLPE/WT/SLB-1000
SLPE/WT/SLB-1010
SLPE/WT/SLB-1020
SLPE/WT/SLB-1030
SLPE/WT/SLB-1040

3 kg.
20 kg.
30 kg
35 Kg.
50 Kg.

ATHELETE MAKER

www.gamezgalore.co.uk

WEIGHTED VEST PADDED MESH

Performance Enhancement | Weight Training

WEIGHTED VEST ECONOMY

The system incorporates all the benefits of gym based strength training with the flexibility of sport specific, rotational and throwing drills. The hardwearing, soft flexible bags have six foam handles and are filled with sand. Bags can be used indoors or out in all conditions and on any surface.
SLPE/WT/AMR-1100
SLPE/WT/AMR-1110
SLPE/WT/AMR-1120

Size Small
Size Medium
Size Large

WEIGHTED VEST PROFESSIONAL
Waterproof and breathable nylon for comfortable use for a longer duration. Metal rods filled weight pockets. Large arm holes for flexible movement.
Hugs the torso tightly yet comfortably.Heavy duty fabric to support maximum weight 15 Kgs. Customized weight options according to requirements with
weights .
SLPE/WT/WVP-400
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POWER BAG
Strength Bags are a new generation multifunction training system offering incredible versatility and exercise application. The only training tool that combines common
Barbells, Dumbells, Powerbags, Kettle Bells and Medicine balls all in one indestructible user friendly package. Totally Portable – indoor or outdoor training on any surface. All Levels – versatility and comfort suits all ages, fitness levels and training goals.
Hardwearing – soft flexible bags are constructed of heavy duty PVC to stand up to
the harshest conditions. Dirt, dust or sweat simply wipes clean
SLPE/WT/SLB-1150

SAND BAG PRO
Durable outer shell training bag. Develops power and
explosiveness. Includes 4 weight bags filled with
sand/metal scrap. Maximum weight 40 lbs. Great
product for body building throughout with fexibility
of sport specific, rotational and throwing drills
SLPE/WT/SBP-1200

HEAD HARNESS
Recommended for all athletes and specifically designed for those in contact sports, head harnesses
condition the neck and upper back muscles. Features include heavysnap hooks and steel chain.
Completely padded with high density neoprene to absorb shock. Use them with free weights or
hook them to a high or low pulley on a machine.
SLPE/WT/HHR-1300

KETTLE BELL
Cast iron painted kettle bells for weight training of sports players and athletes. Available from 4kg to 32kg.
SLPE/WT/KBL-1400
SLPE/WT/KBL-1410
SLPE/WT/KBL-1420
SLPE/WT/KBL-1430
SLPE/WT/KBL-1440
SLPE/WT/KBL-1450
SLPE/WT/KBL-1460
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4 kg
8 kg
12 kg
16 kg
20 kg
24 kg
32 kg

